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The Contemporary China Studies 

Programme is a unique learning 

experience for european students 

who are curious about the cultures 

and lifestyles of asia, who want to 

study at a world-class university and 

who wish to explore the world of 

business in china in a truly fascinating 

yet international and accessible 

environment……
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information purposes only and may be subject to change. No rights 

can be obtained from this publication. For up-to-date and more 

detailed information, please see: www.study-in-china.eu

My semester abroad at CCSP was the most 

amazing experience I have ever had.

Christian Riedel

It is the fact that I got to meet people from all 

around the world, and discover a really different 

but nevertheless beautiful Chinese culture.

Thibault Mouthoy

If you want to create memories for a lifetime 

and try to experience and live in a completely 

different culture, China is the place to go to. Not 

only does it look good on your resume but you 

will also have the best time of your life.

Simone Filsoe Wendt
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Reason 1: shanghai is amazing

Shanghai is one of the most exciting cities in the 

world today. The city is at the epicenter of the 

unprecedented Chinese surge towards economic 

development, technological innovation and cultural 

renaissance. Shanghai is where East meets West 

and where the old and new merge in spectacular 

fashion. No effort is spared to show that Shanghai 

has become one of the most marvelous and vibrant 

metropolises of this world. And with one million 

foreign residents, Shanghai boasts state-of-the-art 

international facilities, and boundless opportunities to 

make new friends, build professional networks and 

explore future employment opportunities. A semester 

in Shanghai is great for your CV. No wonder 

Shanghai is rapidly becoming one of the world’s most 

popular study destinations for international students. 

reason 3: combine theory & practice

The Contemporary China Studies Programme 

provides students a unique opportunity to learn about 

and experience present-day China during an exciting 

one-semester study abroad programme that carries 

ECTS credits for your study programme at home. 

With CCSP, you have a choice of Chinese language 

courses, English-taught academic courses on a 

variety of topics as well as an internship in a local 

organization or multinational company. In combination 

with regular group excursions and social activities 

introducing you to traditional Chinese culture, 

CCSP is a multi-disciplinary academic programme 

that provides in-depth theoretical and practical 

perspectives on China’s emerging status as a global 

power. 

Fudan University is ranked as the best university 

in Shanghai, which makes it popular among both 

Chinese and foreign students. Therefore, you 

are able to go to class with people from all over 

the world and this is really beneficial for your 

education and personal development in order to 

understand different cultures.

Simone Filsoe Wendt

Fudan is a very nice university, a place where 

you feel home immediately. And the best about 

it, It is situated in the most glorious and coolest 

city I’ve ever been to!

Lisa Werkgarner 

I have got the intercultural network of friends 

from all over Europe and Shanghai. I couldn’t 

imagine a better way to spend a semester 

abroad.

Eric Geraci

Ranking Country

33 University of California, 
Los Angeles (UCLA)

35
London School of Economics 

and Political Science

40 Fudan University

43 Ecole normale supérieure, Paris

50 The University of Sydney

58 University of Amsterdam

64 Technical University of Munich

71 KU Leuven

73 University of Copenhagen

QS World University Ranking 2018

University  

Reason 2: world - class university

CCSP is taught in col laborat ion wi th Fudan 

University, one of the most prestigious, research-

oriented universities in China. In the most recent 

QS ranking of world universities, Fudan University 

is ranked as the 1st university in Shanghai and 40th 

worldwide. There are 30.000 students at Fudan, 

including 5.000 international students. The School 

of Social Development and Public Policy is one of 

the global strongholds in teaching and research in 

the social sciences. Its international partners include 

Harvard University, London School of Economics and 

Political Science, Trinity College and many others. 

Ten percent of the School’s students are international 

students, from the US, Canada, Japan, UK, Germany, 

France, Italy and the Nordic countries. CCSP 

lecturers have extensive experience doing academic 

research and teaching at prominent universities 

in China and abroad, such as Harvard University, 

University of Chicago, University of Washington-

Seattle, and GeorgiaTech. Local business leaders 

and professional experts from various organizations 

are invited to present case studies.

WHY CHOOSE CCSP ?
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PROGRAMME STRUCTURE

As part of CCSP, you may choose any combination 

of language and academic courses and internship on 

offer, with a maximum study load of the equivalent 

of 30 ECTS. You will be asked to make a preliminary 

selection during the application process, however, 

your final selection can be made a week into the 

programme, after you have had a chance to sit in on 

any of the courses of your interest. In case you need 

CCSP credits for your studies at home, we strongly 

recommend that you consult your home university 

on your course selection before the start of the 

programme.  

ACADEMIC COURSES

Academic  cou rses  on  top ics  rang ing  f rom 

contemporary Chinese culture and society, economy, 

business and market ing to Chinese pol i t ics, 

diplomacy, religion and psychology are all taught in 

English. All courses are taught for one period of 2 or 

3 hours per week, using an effective mix of teaching 

methodologies, as well as Chinese and Western 

study materials.     

LANGUAGE COURSE

Language courses are offered by licensed Fudan 

University language teachers in small class settings 

at beginners and intermediate level. Placement takes 

place based on your Chinese language proficiency, 

which is tested at the start of the programme.    

INTERNSHIP

CCSP students are given the unique option to do 

an internship in a local or international business or 

non-profit organisation in Shanghai. The internship 

is available as a one or two days per week work 

placement during the semester, or as a one-month 

fulltime assignment at the end of the programme. 

Internship placement services are provided by Fudan 

University. Doing an internship in Shanghai provides 

an invaluable opportunity to gain working experience 

in a global environment, practical exposure to the 

world of business and management in China, and the 

chance to develop unique professional and personal 

skills. 

Course Fudan 
Credits

ECTS 
equivalent

Chinese Language 3 5

Global Sourcing and Supply 
Chain Management in China 3 5

International Marketing 3 5

Doing Business in China 2 5

Plitical Economy in China 2 5

The Chinese Marketplace:
Globalization and Local
Transformations

3 5

Introduct ion to Chinese 
Society and Culture 3 5

China through Contemporary 
Chinese Film 3 5

Chinese Diplomacy 3 5

Shanghai in Comparative
perspectives 3 5

The Transitional Chinese 
Society 3 5

Psychology and Life 2 5

Religion in Chinese Society 3 5

Culture and Health 3 5

Internship (one day per 
week/full-time after 
semester)

1 5

Staying at Fudan University was the right choice. 

I am positively surprised about the applied 

teaching methods.

Xiao-Miao Zhou

I found the education here to be way more 

interesting than at home, because of the smaller 

classes, and the international discussions we are 

able to have. 

Tobias Torp Vistesen

The programme provides you with valuable 

knowledge necessary if you want to deal with 

Chinese business partners or setting up a 

business in China. You have the possibility to 

spend time with your professors outside of 

classes and engage in brainstorming on your 

own business ideas.

Tomas Bucek

Fudan University campus

PROGRAMME
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ORIENTATION & EXCURSIONS

To ensure a flying start to your China experience, 

CCSP s ta r ts  w i th  an  ex tens ive  o r ien ta t ion 

programme, aimed to make you familiar with the 

university, with Shanghai and of course with your 

fellow CCSP students. Fudan University student 

buddies will welcome you at the airport, deliver you to 

your student dorm and take you on campus and city 

tours. We will assist you to register at the university, 

apply for your residence permit, arrange your local 

medical insurance, get you your local SIM card, get 

online and generally get settled. Throughout the 

semester, CCSP offers regular student activities 

and excursions to places of interests in and around 

Shanghai. 

ACCOMMODATION

CCSP students are offered accommodation in 

apartments at Tohee International Student Village, 

which is located adjacent to the Fudan University 

campus. The Village is home to a large number 

of international students from all over the world. 

A standard Tohee apartment has 2 or 3 bedrooms 

with 1 or 2 bathrooms, a living/dining room, kitchen, 

balcony, Wifi, television, washing machine and fridge. 

All rooms are single occupancy.

STUDENT LIFE

As an international student at Fudan, you have 

access to any of the student associations at the 

university, as well as to all its other facilities such as 

canteens, libraries and sports venues. Off campus, 

you will quickly find that student life in Shanghai is 

amazingly exciting and diverse, yet convenient and 

safe. As one of the biggest and modern metropolitan 

cities, Shanghai never sleeps. It is a melting pot 

of oriental and western cultures, of old and new 

traditions. Shanghai offers you myriad options when 

HOW TO APPLY
CCSP is geared towards European students who 

are registered at a recognized university or college 

in Europe at undergraduate  (2nd year or above) or 

Master level. The programme is open for candidates 

from a wide range of academic disciplines. For 

the language and academic courses, no previous 

academic knowledge is required. Applicants must 

have fluent English language proficiency, however, 

IELTS or TOEFL are not required. Knowledge of 

Chinese is not required either. 

The CCSP has a Spring and Fall semester intake. 

The spring semester starts in late February 2018 and 

runs until mid-June. The autumn semester starts in 

the first week of September and runs until just before 

Christmas. A three-day orientation programme is held 

right before the start of the semester. 

I have managed to do a lot of weekend travels 

including, Wuzhen, Hangzhou, Xi’an, Yellow 

Mountains, Seoul, Tokyo and Beijing during 

the semester and in the same semester several 

activities in Shanghai as well, such as Storm 

Festival, Rolex Masters (Tennis), rooftop parties 

and a lot more.

Tobias Torp Vistesen

The application deadline is Nov 30, 2017 (for Spring 

2018) and May 31, 2018 (for Fall 2018).

To apply for the CCSP, you need to submit:
● Your CV
● Movivation Letter
● Filled-out Fudan University Application Form  

   (download from our website)
● Official documents stating education background

   (transcripts, statement of enrolment or degree)
● Copy of your passport

Please submit your application for CCSP via one of 

our partner universities or agents in Europe or send 

by email to : 

studyinchina@edvance-international.com

Please mail us for a listing of agents in your region.

During my study abroad in Shanghai, CCSP took 

great care of us. Not only did they facilitate our 

admission to Fudan University, they also warmly 

welcomed us and ensured we would have a 

great time throughout the entire semester. 

An enriching stay in Shanghai – socially, 

educationally and culturally. Lots of new friends 

and memories for life.

Mathias Egelund

SERVICES & STUDENT LIFE

it comes to entertainment, shopping, bars and 

restaurants, sightseeing, concerts and shows. It is 

quite possible to live a life very similar to that in any 

major European metropolis. You can also choose 

to live like the locals. Chinese food is good and 

cheap. The local shops sell all sorts of things you 

will never find in Europe, often inexpensive. You are 

unlikely to leave Shanghai without a perfectly tailored 

business suit or pair of handmade leather shoes at 

a fraction of what you would pay in Europe! China’s 

advanced transportation system makes it very easy 

and affordable to travel outside of Shanghai to see 

the Great Wall in Beijing or the pandas in Sichuan 

province.

When you join the Fudan foreign student 

“family” you get a buddy student who is familiar 

with nearly everything you have a question 

about. With that, you not only get a helping 

hand, but also you get a local friend.

Christian Riedel

excursion to Tian Zi Fang

excursion to Suzhou
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TUITION & COST
The programme fees for the Contemporary China 

Studies Programme are 55.750 CNY (Spring 2018) 

and 57.750 CNY (Fall 2018).This includes all tuition 

fees and teaching materials, application fees, regular 

excursions and trips, social activities, airport pickup, 

orientation programme, internship placement, 

counselling and support and local medical insurance. 

The costs of accommodation at Tohee International 

Students Village varies between 85 and 105 CNY 

per day. For the semester, your rental will range from 

8.500 CNY to 12.500 CNY, depending on the exact 

number of days and your room type preference. 

Rental prices are exclusive of utilities (water/gas/

electricity) and internet, and a deposit of 2.000 CNY, 

which will be returned upon check-out.

CCSP offers a wide range of subjects which in 

perfect symbiosis provide you with an insight 

into how China acts as country, culture, political 

power and economy. It will be a journey you will 

never forget!

Kristian Aagard 

Go! Simply go! This international, pulsating 

metropolis is full of life! A renowned university 

in a rapidly growing, modern city with culture 

and inspiring developments offers many 

opportunities to develop yourself. From cultural 

offerings to nightlife, there’s something for 

everyone. I have learned unbelievably much 

from all the benefits this programme offers.

Clara Jaeger

I am sad my time is almost over, and I strongly 

encourage everyone to consider the CCSP 

programme in Shanghai – you will not regret it! 

Simone Filsoe Wendt

I recommend the programme to all students who 

have an interest in Chinese culture and China’s 

economy, who have an entrepreneurial mindset 

and likes to experience a first-rate student life. 

I gained fundamental knowledge about the 

Chinese business environment, got a sense of my 

skills to succeed in China. 

Eric Geraci

After this semester I go home with a lot of 

new knowledge about China! A lot of amazing 

experience, pictures and memories of beautiful 

places and with friends all over the world!

Ira Schaefers

Products / Services  CNY  EURO

Set lunch in univers i ty 
canteen ￥10 - 20 € 1.3 - 2.6

Set lunch in restaurants ￥15 - 45 € 1.9 - 5.7

Meal per person at mid-
range Chinese restaurant ￥75 € 9.5

Meal per person at mid-
range western restaurant ￥150 € 19

Cappuccino in Starbucks 
(Grande) ￥33 € 4.2

Local 0.5L draft beer in a 
bar ￥15 - 30 € 1.9 - 3.8

1L milk in supermarket ￥12 - 25 € 1.5 - 3.2

Metro ticket ￥4 - 14 € 0.5 - 1.8

Taxi  f romTohee to  c i ty 
center ￥30 - 40 € 3.8 - 5

item  CNY EURO

Tuition fee ￥55,750 € 7,057

Accommodation ￥8,500 - 12,500 € 1,076 - 1,582

Total ￥64,250 - 68,250 € 8,133 - 8,639

The cost of living in Shanghai depends entirely on 

your lifestyle and how you arrange your personal 

finances. Living in Shanghai can be as cheap or as 

expensive as you wish to make it yourself. You may 

find that local products and services, such as food 

and public transportation, may be cheaper than in 

Europe while imported goods may be more expensive 

than at home. The following price approximations 

may give you a rough guide to the living cost in 

Shanghai.

Exchange rate € 1= ￥7.9 is subject to change.

Prices are exclusive of (international) travel, fees of 

visa and residence permit, food and (international) 

health care/repatriation insurance.

no
hidden
fees
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